
The Elements of Art are the most important things an 
artist uses to create artwork. The Elements of Art are:
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Learning the Elements of Art 
With Important Artists 



The Elements of Art are the building blocks in art.         
To understand more about why the Elements of Art 
are so important and how to use them, use your 
cell phone camera and scan these QR codes!
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ACTIVITIES the art projects you will create


1. Learn about lines and shapes with Piet 
Mondrian. Find out why artist Piet Mondrian 
created paintings with only shapes, lines and color.

2. Learn about shapes, form and space with Henri 
Matisse. Find out why artist Henri Matisse used 
paper to create his fun and simple paper collages.

3. Learn about space, value and texture with 
Elizabeth Catlett. Find out why artist Elizabeth 
Catlett used printmaking to share her life stories.



Piet Mondrian was a Dutch artist known for 
his geometric shapes, lines and colors. 
Mondrian was a very good realistic painter, 
but was more interested in simplifying real 
life objects into basic shapes. This kind of art 
is called abstract art.  
Mondrian’s most famous artworks are like 
those below. The lines, shapes and colors 
are representing streets in a big city. Do you 
see city streets in his painting? If not, what 

do you see? What are you thinking? Write two words below 
about what you think you see in Mondrian’s artwork. 

1.____________________  2._____________________ 

Activity #1:  
Piet Mondrian- Lines & Shape



Now it’s your turn to make an abstract drawing of 
the city. You can use the space below to draw lines 
to create the streets in your neighborhood. 
Remember to use no more than 3 colors plus black, 
just like Mondrian did in his art. What will you draw?





Henri Matisse was a French artist known for 
his bright colors, organic shapes and original 
ideas. Matisse was known as painter, but he 
also was a sculptor, printmaker, and a paper 
collage arts. 

Look at his paper collages below. What do you 
think makes them so special? Please list your 
ideas about Matisse’s art below. 

1._________________________________ 

2._________________________________ 

3. ________________________________ 

Activity #2:  
Henri Matisse- Shape & Space



Now it’s your turn to make a paper collage. All you 
need is colorful scrap paper, glue and scissors. You 
can use old cards, labels or gift wrap paper. Just 
make sure to ask an adult first! Below are a few tips 
that will help you create an exciting paper collage.


Step 1 
Cut at least 4 
large shapes for 
the background. 
Overlap them but 
keepsake in 
between.

Step 2 
Cut at least 5 
medium shapes 
that look different 
than your 
background 
shapes. Have fun 
making all kinds of 
shapes!  

Step 3 
Cut at least 6 
smaller shapes 
the you will 
overlap. They 
should feel like 
they are dancing 
on the paper. 



Elizabeth Catlett was an American 
and Mexican artist known for her use 
of strong lines that created texture and 
value in her work. Catlett was known 
as a sculptor and printmaker. Catlett 
used her art to tell stories about how 
unfairly people of color were treated. 

When you look at Catlett’s work below, 
what do you notice? Write down a 
word that describes how you feel when 
you see the work. Then write one word 
down that describes how she created 

the work. 

1.____________________   2.____________________ 

Activity #3:  
Elizabeth Catlett- Space, Value & 
Texture



Now it’s your turn to make a shadow portrait. You 
will need some help from an adult for the first step. 
All you need is a paper, tape, pen or pencil, scissors 
and a flashlight (or a light source that will create a 
shadow). Follow the steps below to help you make 
your shadow portrait.


  

Step 1: Tape a large sheet of white paper on the wall.

Step 2: Sit on a chair facing sideways 

Step 3: Using a flashlight or other light source to create a 
shadow on the paper. Be sure to leave some white space at 
the top, bottom and around the sides.

Step 4: An adult will have to use a pencil to trace the outline of 
the shadow onto the paper. Don’t stress the details. 

Step 5: Remove the paper from the wall. 




Step 6: Following the pencil line, use scissors to cut out the 
shadow profile, creating a template for your silhouette.

Step 7: Color the profile in black, but leave some white for the 
texture, like Elizabeth Catlett’s prints. 

If you have black paper and white crayons, you can trace the 
profile onto the black paper, color parts of the face with white 
crayon for texture, and cut around the traced profile.



